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Foreword
Th National In titut of Informatic ( NII ) was
founded in April 2000 a an Inter-University
Research In titut , to impl m nt comprehensive
research in the fi Id of information cience. Its aims
are to encourage th rapid advanc m nt of research
in the information scienc fi Id in Japan, and to
make a ignificant contribution to th d velopment
of all fields of scholarly nd avor, as well as
industry, culture, and th liv of th p opl by
constructing and providing ac
to an advanc d
infrastructure for cience information.
Since the launch of NACSIS (National C nt r for
cience Information System ) , the pr d ce sor of
NII, in 1986, Japan transformation into "advanc d
information and communication t chnology
ociety" ha been accelerat d its pace. Thi trongly
indicat d the nece sity of significant advanc in
r
arch r lated to information technology and
comput r . Taking account of report that entitl d
"Policy for Promoting Informatics Research" by th
ci nc Council, the Ministry of Education,
(Monbu ho) und rtook preliminary investigation
and pr paratory work for the establishment of a cor
in titut of informatic res arch. In consequence of
this work, NII wa found d by reorganising and
xpanding NACSI .
"Informatic ,11 th focu of NII' activities, is a new
field of ci nc ori nted toward the twenty-fir t
century. cholar hip in informatics develops out of a
wide rang of fi Id of tudy r lated to information
and computer . Th
includ subj cts in the life
cienc , humaniti , and ocial ciences, in
addition to comput r ci nc and information

for cience information (information research and a
networked environment) from th outcomes of basic
research. We al o con ider it important to provide
practical benefits back to soci ty by choosing
research subjects which can b found along the
construction of thi infra tructur . Another i ue is
the advance in comput r and communication
equipment which can be typically found in the
advance of the Int rnet. Th
bring highly
information oriented sod ty, how ver, The e also
bring negative aspects such as network or curity.
Informatics is also required to address th
social
issues in the network era.
I am sure that the role of NII as a core in titute for
informatics research and dissemination of ci nc
information will be continuously in accordanc with
advancement of information and communication
t chnology in society. The all of the taff of NII will
carry out our work with eagerne s in ord r to
re pond to ocial needs faithfully. I sincer ly hope
for the advice and support from all the partie
cone med.

July 2000

Hiroshi !nose
Dir ctor G n ral, National Institute of Informatics

engineering. Informatic will d velop remarkably
through interdi ciplinary work ba d on in-depth
research in variou fields and coop ration among
them. Consequently, informatic is exp cted to be
an academic infrastructur that will provid support
for all aspects of our social and conomic activiti s.
The fruits of informatics re arch should b broadly
disseminated throughout th oci ty. In ord r to
achieve this, NII is placing gr at empha i on actual
applications aimed at construction of infra tructure
National Institute of Informatics

Mission and Strate ies of the National Institute of Informatics
NII was founded in April 2000 as an Inter-University Research Institute, in order to under take comprehensive
research on informatics and to develop advanced infrastructure for the flow of science information. NII aims to
provide broad coverage, in a long-term perspective, of research on basic through applied subjects in fields
related to information science, such as software, information infrastructure, and information media. At the same
time, it endeavours to advance informatics research comprehensively through an emphasis on partnership with
universities, national research institutes, and other private research organisations including private companies.

+comprehensive Research Ranging from Basic to Applied Subjects
NII develops highly academic research in the field of information science over the long term and in a wide
array of subjects, varying from the natural sciences to the human and social science . And NII implements
various research coherently, which covers subjects ranging from the basic to applied, and from the theoretical
to the practical.

+Interdisciplinary Approach
NII promotes interdisciplinary work, including across-the-board cooperative research in diverse fields,
and collaboration among broad academic disciplines, and contributes to the development of entire
academic field providing an effective means for more sophisticated and comprehensive academic
research.

+Partnership with Industry, Government, and Academic Sectors
NII promotes close partnership with universities, national and private research institutes, and endeavours
significant development in the informatics research in Japan. At the same time, NII implements project-type
joint research in cooperation with these and promotes the utilization of the outcomes of research in society.

+International Research Activities
NII endeavours to disseminate its research information internationally, promoting exchanges of
researchers between foreign institutes involving and conducting international joint research. Al o, NII
endeavours to contribute international standardization activities.

+Development of Infrastructure for Science Information
NII plays key role in the development of an infrastructure for science information in Japan through the
construction and operation of the Science Information Network, the production of union catalog database of
academic books and serials in university libraries, the creation of science information databases, and the
education and training programmes for staff of university library.
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"Informatics," the focus of NII's work, is a new field that embraces a broad range of themes in areas such as
the humanities, social sciences, and life sciences, as well as computer science and information engineering. The
seven research divisions listed below are charged with carrying out core informatics research from a mid- to
long-term perspective, and ranging from basic to applied themes.

Information
Foundation
Research Division
Infrastructure
Systems Research
Division

Basic research on
informatics and
software

Research
Information
Research Division
Research on the
relationships
between scholarly
research and
information

Research on
information
infrastructures

Humanities an
Social Sciences
lnfonnation Research
Division

Software
Research Division
Research on
software

Research on the
relationships between
human society and
information

Multimedia
Information
Research Division

Intelligent Systems
Research Division
Research on the
relationships between
knowledge, people,
and information

Research on
multimedia

Informatics aims to encourage in-depth research in areas related to research and education as well as spurring
the rapid advancement of interdisciplinary research involving collaboration between different fields of study. It
is hoped that this will result in the formation of a scholarly infrastructure capable of supporting all aspects of our
socioeconomic activities. NII is a unique institution charged with promoting joint research among Japanese and
overseas universities and research institutions as an inter-university research institute. In addition, NII is
building an infrastructure for academic information in Japan and operating a number of information services. It
is hoped that this organic synthesis of advanced informatics research and a practical environment will enable
NII to produce exciting new results in response to the demands of universities and the wider society.
NII' s wider goals include promoting closer linkages between universities, national research institutes, and
research facilities operated by the private sector, encouraging joint research involving such institutions, and
facilitating the practical application within society of the fruits of that research.
National Institute of Informatics
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Information Foundation Research Division
Multifaceted research on information is
conducted in a comprehensive manner from
a variety of viewpoints, such as computational
theory, information mathematics, semiotics
and media theory, cognitive science, and
bioinformatics, with the aim of developing a
basic concept and theory of informatics. In
addition, new architectures for computers
and information processing methods are
proposed in order to create applications for
these concepts and theories in practical
systems.

• Algorithm Foundation Research
• Mathematical Informatics Research
• Semiotics Research
• Cognitive Science Research
• Bioinformatics Research (Visiting)

AS #1

Automatic generation of multilingual
clusters of synonymous terms

G

-J

The performance of information retrieval tasks
could be improved dramatically by translating and
expanding the meanings of the queries using
synonymous terms dictionaries. This research
proposes a graph-based method to automatically
generate Japanese and English keyword clusters
of technical terms. This method indicates various
advantages in the practical date retrieval
applications.

Research on knowledge of
natural laws

AS#d

0

__J

By classifying and reconfiguring natural
laws (such as Ampere's law) used by
industrial equipment of various types, it is
possible to recognize commonalities in
previously hidden applications for such laws
by other types of industrial equipment. This
methodology can be applied in design
systems for developing new industrial
products.

System: System consisting of

Flg. 4 D' ArsonvJ1ect~~b"Jn~~~gnetM: tiekl
Ettfctiveequatoo: ·x magnetic liekl (8)
=magnetic hei~?J (JJl) electrical curren
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Figure 1: An example of tail probability by the
diffusion approximation

~ Analysis of Japanese compound words
ilti (drit1~)
'lfll (c.ontrol)

[O.ACT ON-0 11 ]
(6)
(ax CONTROL [BECOME [Di,
BE AT-[CONT ROLLEDl,.)]](1)
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Counting the co-occurrence of technical terms is the
common method in the compound word analysis. (A large
number of Japanese technical terms are compound words
like joho kensaku , which means "information retrieval.") But
this method also has a limitation since it is based on
statistics. This research takes into account Japanese
grammatical rules (e.g., joho kensaku can be rephrased as
joho wo kensaku suru, both of which mean "information
retrieval") to improve analysis accuracy.

Infrastructure Systems Research Division
Research is conducted on implementation
methods for computer systems and computer
networks -- the fundamental elements of
information technology.
Through cutting-edge research, highperformance computer systems will be
developed that are capable of complex data
processing operations not possible with
conventional computers, and high-performance
computer networks will be built to support
the distribution of information in a smooth
and secure manner. In these ways we hope
to propose a new type of information
infrastructure to support an informationcentered society.

• Network Architecture Research
• Functional Network Research
• Information Networking Research

11

-.J

Research on application of router
administration data
To ensure the correctness and security of a
computer network, it is necessary to monitor
comprehensively many protocol layers. An
effective way of accomplishing this is to
thoroughly analyze administration data from
the routers that compose the network. This
research focuses on such techniques .

1

igure l : IBGP connection

/

~

When multimedia data such as TV programs
is transmitted via information networks,
separate channels could be used for the
video and audio portions. Some delay
inevitably occurs during the data transfer,
and the amount can differ between the two
channels. If nothing is done to resynchronize
them , the video and audio portions of the
program will not match up properly. This
research focuses on methods for preventing
this problem .

Research on models for improving
communications quality
The larger and more complex communications
networks become , the more difficult it is to
understand their operating characteristics ,
such as packet delays. Nevertheless, it is
essential to be able to predict such values in
order to assure communications quality. This
research aims to approximate traffic and other
characteristics of the behavior of communications
networks through the use of mathematical
models.

Research on multimedia
synchronization

Fig-ur 5: The di tributions for burs t d lay.
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Research on traffic control for assuring the
quality of services in high-speed networks
As network bandwidth is increasing , and different types
of traffic , including audio , video and data are being
transmitted over it, it is important to satisfy the different
quality requirements of each of these types of communication
traffic. This research examines the characteristics of traffic
patterns and try to schedule different applications in a
manner that is optimal for each.
50
X

100
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Delay di tribution under WFQ algorithm
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Software Research Division
Research is performed on various concepts
related to software; the core element in information
processing. Through the systematic study of
software aspects such as programming
languages, data processing, and software
developing methods, we aim to create new
software concepts.
Such research will enable substantial improvement
on software capabilities, productivity, and
reliability, and thereby make possible the
development of more complex and sophisticated
systems.

• Programming Languages Research
• Software Engineering Research
• Data Engineering Research
• Distributed Processing Research
• Large-scale Software Research
(Visiting)

Development of Java libraries for
distributed active object systems
This research aims to create Java packages
suitable for the development of distributed
process control systems , communications
control systems, and the like.

Research on retrieval of similar scenes
employing the SR-Tree
This research proposes SR-Tree as a method of
constructing databases optimized for information
retrieval among complex data classes . The
method is applied to the retrieval of similar scenes
from video databases.

Hypermedia Delivery System based on
Phasme Information Engine
PHASME is an application-oriented information
engine developed jointly by Japanese and French
researchers. It has been applied to build a new kind
of customisable and distributed multimedia
document management and retrieval system as
part of the Active Hypermedia Delivery System
(AHYDS) project.
SQ U OQ L Interfaces

·J·J

Retrieval of music data
This system allows users to search for musical
scores containing a specific pattern simply by
whistling the melody.
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Research on GUI based programming
Graphical user interface (GUI) is fast becoming the
medium for basic computer operations. This project
proposes a new method, called Cloak, that allows
users to create new computer programs using a
GUI.

Notional Institute of Informatics
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Multimedia Information Research Division
The data handled in informatics research is
in a variety of media formats, including text,
images, and audio. Information media
research aims to provide effective processing
methods for expressing, analyzing, and
retrieving data in various media formats.
Through this work we hope to gain insights
into the technical aspects of interaction
between people and information media.

• Image Processing Research
• Multimedia Processing Research
• Information Retrieval Research
• Computer Vision Research (Visiting)

Research on reconstruction of threedimensional objects from stereo-optic images

Holl-I>
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This research focuses on methods for reconstructing
virtual images of three-dimensional objects based on
multiple photos taken from different angles (such as
stereo-optic images).

·-

Research on retrieval systems for typhoon
image databases
This research aims to develop a system for constructing
a database for satellite photos of typhoons and retrieving
data from them in an efficient manner.

Research on information retrieval based
on visual memory
Human beings retain a visual image of literature
they have seen, even if only for a short time. This
research focuses on data retrieval technologies
that would allow searching for information based
on conditions analogous to "I'm sure that term
appeared somewhere below and to the left of a
journal article."

Figure 4: Manhattan d istance funcllon

Research on universal focal
point images
Using image processing technology it is possible to
eliminate all out-of-focus portions of an image, so that all
of it is sharp . This technique can be applied to
synthesize an image that is in focus at all points (an
image with no parts that are out of focus) from multiple
images produced using different focal distances.

Associating faces and names in
news videos
This research addresses content-based video
indexing. The system associates faces and
names in news videos as video annotation taking
advantage of integrating image understanding
and natural language processing techniques.

Notional Institute of Informatics
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lntelli ent S stems Research Division
By analyzing a variety of activities involving
intelligence that can be observed in the
natural world, such as the activities of
human beings, this area of research explores
ways to build systems and computers
capable of intelligent behavior and systems
for solving problems through appropriate
collaboration with people.
The ultimate aim of this type of research is
the creation of systems that can support the
intelligent activities of human beings and in
some cases substitute for them.
11

• Knowledge Systems Research
• Human-Machine Symbiosis Research
• Robotics Research (Visiting)

11

Research on access to information space
based on classification of texts
A support vector machine (SVM) can be used to
introduce information on the degree of relatedness
of the content of multiple documents for the
purpose of cluster classification .
This research aims to develop a sophisticated
information retrieval interface by applying this
technique to conversations between people and
computers.

Research on distance learning
WWWCII nt
(Brow r)
l_ fL II

-fl~ I··
~ - ·t )
'V

Figure I : The system structure
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The importance of distance learning is getting
higher as the needs on higher education and
lifelong learning pick up.
This research currently takes as its application
NACSIS-ILL (the inter-library loan system
operated by NII) and aims to develop advanced
distance learning environments utilizing the
internet and the WWW.

Human and Social Information Research Division
This area of research examines issues
related to information in the societal environment.
Research topics include interaction between
people and information in society; the
distribution, management, and utilization of
information; and social and systemic issues
related to information. The ultimate aim is
the systematization of informatics research
from the viewpoint of the humanities and
social sciences.

• Information Management Research
· Information Use Research
· Library and Information Research
• Information Institution Research
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Research on information retrieval
evaluation and test collections

0:: 04
With the prosperity of the Internet, the importance of
research in Information Retrieval (IR) and related
technologies is increasing dramatically. Research and
development of IR systems always requires solid
evidence based on retrieval testing to show the
superiority of a proposed system over previous ones.
A test collection is a data set usable for such testing .
We have placed emphasis to the investigation on
evaluation methods and test collections relevant to the
user community.
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Application of distributed
knowledge-bases to medical systems

jJ
processedinformarion
merrwry

This research involves the building of distributed
knowledge-bases for use in medical diagnosis
employing object oriented modeling technology.
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Research on generation of optimal search
conditions using cluster methodology
In recent years the difficulties facing information
retrieval technology have less to do with an inability
to fi nd information than with a tendency to find too
much information .
By sorting sea rch results automatically and
reconstructing search conditions in order to identify
the desired information clusters, information retrieval
can be made more accurate .

National Institute of Informatics
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Research Information Research Division
Academic researches in various fields
require all sort of information as the input
and they also produce new information as the
fruit of the researches. This research division
focuses on the role of this information and
on systems for disseminating it effectively.
In this way, we aim to promote sophistication
of academic information infrastructure and
to establish the informatics tailored scholarly
information.

• Humanities and Social Sciences
Information Research
• Science and Engineering Information
Research
• Biosciences Information Research

Characteristics of Japan and USA in medical research:

Analyzing international research trends based
on databases of scholarly publications
Large databases containing abstracts of academic
papers have been compiled to assist researchers and
some of them are made available through NII to
researchers. In addition to their usual use of searching
relevant papers, these databases are also being
subjected to sophisticated statistical analyses in order to
identify trends in scholarly research .

.Oil
.Oil

0

A•itl : O.OO.U0(~7.47%)

Fig8. Yearly trajectory of the US ' publication
relative to even medical-related field

Figure 3: Relationship between Number of Papers and Number of Citations
for Institutions Producing Largest Number of Papers
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This project analyzes the level of activity of
countries and institutions by examining the number of
citations found in citation index databases. The
number of times a paper is cited can be used as an
index of the degree of its utilization . There is a
particular need for citation analyses of this type
focusing on Japanese academic papers.
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International comparisons of information
related research
The true state of informatics research in Japan and
overseas can be elucidated by examining databases
such as directories of researchers.
By utilizing databases of academic information in this
way, we hope to analyze the present state of scholarly
research in every field and contribute to the
development of an effective infrastructure for academic
information , research system , science policies and the
accountability of researches .
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1-2 Research Center for Testbeds and Protot~ping
The Research Center for Testbeds and
Prototyping provides testbed facilities and
promotes prototyping research for real field
application. These activities are carried out as
projects with universities, other national
research institutes or laboratories in commercial
sectors, as well as projects within NII. The aim
is that fruits of empirical research of this sort
will be incorporated into the academic
information infrastructure and provide themes
and inspiration for new research.
The Research Center for Testbeds and
Prototyping plays the role of a common-use
facility, offering a development environment
for testbeds and prototypes that individual
universities or . research divisions cannot
provide on their own. It also promotes joint
research and academic information infrastructure
development in the form of projects.
The Office for Promotion of Research Projects
draws plans for projects such as testbeds for

Development and Operations
Department
International and Research
Cooperation Department

high-speed networks or online journals as well as
academic information infrastructure development,
while the Office for Cooperative Research
Programs plays a similar role for joint research
projects. Projects advance under the direction
of visiting researchers assigned to the above
offices or to the research divisions, with the
collaboration of outside researchers, and with
assistance provided by the Development and
Operations Department.

• Office for Promotion of Research Projects
• Office for Cooperative Research Programs
• High-Speed Network Laboratory (Visiting)
• High Quality Networking Laboratory (Visiting)
• Full-Text Contents Laboratory (Visiting)
• Virtual Library Laboratory (Visiting)

Informatics Research Community
Research Divisions
Universities

National Research
Institutes

Laboratories Operated
by Private Companies

Research Center for
Testbeds and Prototyping
High-Speed Network
~ Laboratory (Visiting)

Virtual Library
Laboratory

II(

High Quality Networking
Laboratory (Visiting)

~

Office for Promotion of
Research Projects

r
"t
-----

Planning, Drafting
Proposals

Themes and Motivation
for New Research

Evaluation

Application in Society

Practical Implementation in the
Academic Information Infrastructure

Notional Institute of Informatics
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1-3 Research Center for Information Resources
As the volume and variety of information
available in digitized form grows, attention is
being focused on the content of this information,
and the integration of diverse types of
information is becoming an increasingly active
research topic. It has also become standard to
use "content" as a general term to refer to sites
on the World Wide Web and databases. A
majority of research in the informatics field
concerns the processing and utilization of
content. To enable these sorts of research to
expand and grow, it is important to develop new
content to serve as a basis for it , to pursue
research on software for processing that
content, and to work to establish standards for
the digitization of information.

which is staffed by permanent employees ,
performs planning work for a variety of different
products and undertakes research on
information resources . The Data Collection
Laboratory, staffed by visiting researchers, is
engaged in the development of test collections
for use in Japanese text information retrieval
and holds workshops promoting the common
use of these test collections.

• Office for Research Coordination
and Promotion
• Data Collection Laboratory (Visiting)

The Research Center for Information Resources
is a research facility that has been established
within NII to perform the following functions:
1. Promotion of research on information resources,
particularly content
2. Collection and provision of information resources
necessary for the pursuit of informatics research
3. Promotion of joint research employing information
resources

Promotion of research activities involves
collection and collation of data, in collaboration
with universities and private companies, in order
to develop content on the large scale required by
researchers.

Utilization of Content in Informatics Research
Search engines are used to locate specific information on
the Internet. As part of research on the core technology
behind all search engines , information retrieval , we are
creating databases called "test collections ." These test
collections consist of (1) large-volumes of content data
containing several million records , (2) test queries of various
types, and (3) correct responses to each of the test queries.
Test collections are necessary for comparing the results
produced by different research groups under identical
conditions .

Utilization of Multimedia Content
------Research on the processing of video and audio data required
samples of still image , moving picture , and spoken word
content. Also, text and spoken word content are needed to
perform research on natural language.
It is necessary that this data be in standardized formats in
order to allow utilization of large volumes of content. This has
caused attention to be focused on standards such as XML as
well as metadata.

The Research Center for Information Resources
presently comprises two departments . The
Office for Research Coordination and Promotion,

Digital Library for Informatics Research
Data
Collection

Corpus

Software
Digital
Content

XML
Metadata

· Development of research on content and sophisticated ways of utilizing it

National Institute of Informatics
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1-4 Collaborative Research
1. Promotion of Collaborative Research Projects
NII positively promotes research projects in order to encourage across-the-board collaboration in research
fields within the institute and also to spur work aimed at finding practical applications for the fruits of basic
research performed at institutions such as universities.
In addition, collaboration with national research institutes affiliated with other governmental ministries and
agencies as well as research facilities operated by the private sector is aimed at enhancing the depth of
scholarly endeavors. It is hoped that positive cooperation with research facilities in the humanities and social
sciences as well as the natural sciences will make it possible for scholars to respond adroitly to changes in
technology and in society.

2. Promotion of International Research Activities
In view of the fact that information is international by its very nature, NII works positively to contribute to
international research work and to promote the internationalization of the institute itself. To achieve these goals,
NII is operated in a way that is open to international users and participants. Experts in the information field and
well-known researchers are invited from abroad to participate in the institute' s programs. NII also promotes
international exchanges of personnel, appointing researchers from overseas to staff positions, inviting scholars
from overseas to work at the institute, allowing graduate students at overseas universities to participate in
projects, and dispatching young researchers to overseas assignments.
In addition to the above, NII is aggressively promoting international collaborative research projects involving
overseas institutions and participating activities for international standardization.

3. Collaboration with Graduate Schools
Building on a distinguished record of research on science information databases and on information
communications infrastructure, NII is working in collaboration with the graduate schools of the University of
Tokyo and the University of Library and Information Science. For instance, graduate students from the
University of Tokyo receive research guidance as special collaborative researchers assigned to NII. This is just
one example of the positive way in which NII contributes to education at the graduate level.
Making use of a practical environment in which comprehensive research systems in the field of informatics,
which is the focus of the institute's work, and R&D work on academic information services take place as two
aspects of an unified whole, NII envisages participation in The Graduate University for Advanced Studies at
some future date. In this way the institute will be able to contribute to the education and training of researchers
with a broad viewpoint and sophisticated knowledge. We feel that it is researchers such as these who truly
possess the ability to solve important problems.

Notional Institute of Informatics
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1-5 Dissemination of Research Results
NII works to disseminate the results of informatics research throughout the wider society by activities such as
those highlighted below.

+Public Lectures and Presentations
Through public lectures and presentations the results of research conducted by NII is introduced to the
public at large.

International Symposium Ad Info 2000 (March 2000)

Open Lecture

+symposia
Scholars from Japan and overseas discuss topics in informatics research from a wide range of viewpoints at
symposia sponsored by NII.

International Symposium Ad Info 2000 (March 2000)

+Publications
NII publishes books and periodicals detailing its research findings.

-
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Develo ment Work and Pro· ects
Once of the major roles of NII as an institution is
the development and implementation of an advanced
infrastructure for the distribution of science
information. An science information infrastructure of
the sort required to promote scholarly research
must cover the aspects of networks, content, and
applications, and there is a need to implement all
three of these aspects in as advanced a manner as
possible. This goal can be accomplished by applying
the fruits of informatics research to the
implementation and enhancement of the science
information infrastructure in a rapid and timely
fashion. For future informatics research to succeed,
both of these activities need to proceed as one as
with the two wheels of a car.
The Development and Operations Department of
NII is responsible for the building and operation of
the science information infrastructure, collaboration

with university libraries and academic societies, and
systems development and operation. Through tight
cooperation with research organizations, organizations
and systems are being constructed to allow
researchers to participate in the implementation of
the science information infrastructure. By then
applying the fruits of this research in a practical way,
NII is contributing to the implementation and
reinforcement of Japanese science information
infrastructure.
NII continues to work to enhance this science
information infrastructure by carrying on the tasks
begun by its predecessor, NACSIS. These include
the expansion and operation of the Science
Information Network and the provision of science
information services such as databases and library
catalog and holdings information.

Researchers
• Database searching
• Specialized database
construction
• Primary information compilation

National Institute of Informatics
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2-1 Science Information Network
In order to promote the distribution of informatics
research and cholarly information among
researchers at univer itie and research institutes
throughout Japan, NII operates the Science
Information Network. Its purpose is to interconnect
the lANs, etc., to which the research rs' terminals
are connected.
The network consists of nodes (i.e., ATM switches
or IP routers) located throughout Japan, which are
interconnected using high- peed digital links.
Together they form an information communication
network dedicated to academic research work.
The Information Retrieval Service (NACSIS-IR) and

Electronic Library S rvic (NAC IS-ELS) provided
to researchers by NII are al o implemented via the
Scienc Information N twork.
The Science Information Network is also linked to
networks in the U.S.A., U.K and other countries in
order to promote international exchange of
information.
To promote the exchange of research information
among the industry, government and academic
ector , the Science Information Network i al o
connected to the Int r-Mini try R
arch
Information Network (IM net) and network
operated by the private ector.

University o
the Ryukyu

Notional Institute of Informatics
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National Institute of lnfomatics
Nodes of Science Information Network

T ohoku University

University of Tsukuba

onal Institute of lnfomatics

Institutions Participating in the Science Information Network
National
Universities

Municipal
Universities

Private
Universities

Junior
Colleges

94

51

289

102

(Current as of April 2000)
Colleges of Inter-university
Technology
Institutes

44

14

Other

Total

158

752

http://www.sinet.ad.jp
National Institute of Informatics
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2-2 Catala

Information Service

The Catalog Information Service consists of a Cataloging System and an Interlibrary Loan System.

Cataloging System (NACSIS-CAT)
when constructing databases in order to improve
efficiency, and the work of inputting records is
shared by university libraries and similar
institutions throughout the country.
The union catalog of books and serials, which
consists of the databases compiled in thi manner,
can be accessed on the World Wide Web through
the Webcat service.

The Cataloging System (NACSIS-CAT) comprises
union catalog databases of academic documents
(books and serials) in the collections of institutions
such as university libraries. These databases were
compiled to upport the research work of scholars
and can be searched to determine instantly where
specific materials are housed.
Standardized cataloging data (MARC) is referred to

Union Catalog
Databases

@ Retrieval by users

University Libraries

®

Receipt of registe ed
catalog data

Library Catalog
Database

@ Retrieval by users

National Institute of Informatics
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Interlibrary Loan System {NACSIS-ILL)
The Interlibrary Loan System (NACSIS-ILL)
supports exchange of information among libraries to
enable them to provide documents to researchers at
universities and other institutions.
The service employs latest information from the
union catalog databases constructed by NACSIS-

CAT for improved efficiency and to ensure prompt
delivery of documents to users.
Users of the system may also request materials from
the National Diet Library and the British Library
Document Supply Center (BLDSC).

Interlibrary Loan System
Union Catalog

Databases

CD

Request

Participating Institutions

Number of Database Records

(Current as of May 31 , 2000)

Type of Institution

Number

National Universities

99

Municipal Universities
Private Universities
Inter-university Research Institutes
Junior Colleges and Colleges of Technology
Other
Total

(Current as of May 31, 2000)

Database Name

Number

Bibliography

5,260,921

55

Holdings

45,265,371

342

Serials Bibliography

228,110

14

Holdings

3,417,699

Books

136
89
735

http://www.nii.ac.jp/CAT-ILUwelcome.html

National Institute of Informatics
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2-3 Information Retrieval Service
The Information Retrieval Service (NACSIS-IR)
has accumulated some 100 million records covering
all fields of the humanities, the social sciences, and
the natural sciences in order to provide researchers
speedy and precise access to science information.
This information can be accessed online.
The information available through NACSIS-IR

comprises databases planned and created by NII
(creating databases), databases obtained from
database compiling institutions overseas and
elsewhere (importing databases), and databases
accepted from other researchers and institutions
(assimilating databases).

Laboratories
and Home

Universities

Academic Societies

218
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UU

List of Databases Accessible through the Information Retrieval Service

(Current as ol April I . ~000)

Creating Databases

Assimilating Databases

Laws in Force
Economic Titles Japan
Scientific Papers (Physical Sciences, Chemistry, Electronics)
Clinical Case Reports
Grant-in-Aid Scientific Research
Register of Grant-in-Aid Scientific Research
Dissertation Index
Calendar of Academic Conferences,compiled by Science Council of Japan
Current Contents of Academic Serials in Japan
Academic Conference Papers
Citation Database for Japanese Papers
Directory of Researchers
Database Directory
Private Grants-in-Aid Research
Union Catalog (Books, Serials)

Directory of Special Collections of National University Libraries
Database on Bibliography for Scientific Studies on Cultural Properties
Researcher Directory of Buddhist and Indic Studies in Japan
Database of Japanese Traditional Music by Modem Composers
Bibliography of Japanese Sociology
Catalog of Collection related to Curriculum Development and
Instruction in Japanese Language Teaching,held by Naruto
University of Education
Summary of Materials of Ishin History
Inventory of Japanese Historical Documents
Hokkaido University Northern Studies Collection Database
Researcher Directory of Asian Historical Studies in Japan
Bibliography of Central Asian Historical Studies in Japan
Bibliography of Islamic and Middle Eastern Studies in Japan
Japanese Slavic and East European Studies Database
bibliographia germanistica japonica
Database of Dossiers related to Japan in Russian Diplomatic Archives
Chemical Sensor Database
Chemical Education Database
RAMBIOS
Calendar of Academic Meetings, compiled by Japan Federation
of Engineering Societies
Index to Papers of Architectural Institute of Japan
Database of Medical Conference Proceedings in Japan
Database of Geographical Studies in Japan
Index for General Information of Home Economics Research

Importing Databases
Arts and Humanities Citation Index
Social Sciences Citation Index
Harvard Business Review
Science Citation Index Expanded
List of Conference Proceedings in Science and Technology
ISTP&B
ISTP
MathSci
COMPENDEX PLUS
EMBASE
National Diet Library Catalog of Foreign Books
Japanese Periodical Index
Register of Private Grants-in Aid
JPMARC
LCMARC (Books, Serials)

Utilization of NACSIS-IR
User Qualifications
(1) Faculty, graduate students , graduate researchers, and students of universities (national, municipal, or private), junior
colleges , colleges of technology, inter-university research institutions, and institutions under the jurisdiction of the
Ministry of Education , Science, Sports and Culture or the Agency for Cultural Affairs.
(2) Regular members of academic societies, research staff and library personnel of National Research Institutes or publicly
owned research organizations, and research staff affiliated with research and higher educational institutions overseas .

Fees for Use
(1) Creating and importing databases: 50 yen/minute connected, 13 yen per hit
(2) Union catalogs and assimilating databases: 30 yen per connection

Service Hours
The service is available continuously with the following exceptions: 8:00 to 9:00 a.m. each Monday, March 31,
periods of system maintenance

http://www.nii.ac.jp/ir/ir-j .html
Notional Institute of Informatics
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2-4 Electronic Librar Service
The Electronic Library Service (NACSIS-ELS) is
an information service that enables users to retrieve
via the Internet material from page image databases
containing photographic reproductions of academic
journals and magazines as well a with
bibliographic information.
Researchers can search for journal articles by title,
author, or keywords from their computers. They
can also elect articles from tables of contents or by

Academic Societies

browsing through pages. User can u e local
printers to make high-quality printout of d sired
pages.
Currently the database includes mainly academic
journals published by Japanese academic ocieties.
The range of information available will expand in
future as the number of participating academic
societies increa es.

National Institute of Informatics
Electronic Library Service (NACSIS-ELS)

Researchers and
University Libraries

Internet

Journals and Papers
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2-5 Career Information Service/Academic Society HomeVillage
Career Information Service
Advertisements
Recruitment advertisements for posts at Japanese
universities, junior colleges, colleges of technology,
inter-university research institutions, etc., are sent
to NII by mail, as e-mail attachments, or as pointers
to a relevant Website.

Public advertisement of research posts at
universities and other institutions has been
recommended in reports by the University Council
as an effective system for increasing the mobility of
staff and for acquiring superior personnel with
varied backgrounds and experience and one which
should be utilized more actively in the future.
In response to these recommendations, the Career
Information Service (NACSIS-CIS) was established
to provide information on recruitment
advertisements collected from universities. An
overview of the service is as follows:
(1} Collection of Information on Recruitment

Institutions Such as
Universities

rJJ
J{18

.

Floppy disk

ea,,,,

]~
(~

advertisement

=

= _

E-mail

Send!

(2) Provision of Career Information
The collected information is added to the database
at NII and made available immediately via the
World Wide Web.

National Institute of
Informatics
Compilation and making
available of database

Database
of career
information

Website
(announcements of
positions
..,.,.
_available)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Application
________

I

ut·1·
t·
1
11za ion O career
_ _ _ _ ___,_ information

http://cis.nii.ac.jp/

Academic Society HomeVillage
The Academic Society HomeVillage is a listing of
links to the Websites of academic societies. It is
maintained as a service to these academic societies
in order to assist them in disseminating
information.
The service also includes a search tool that allows
users to locate Websites on the list using keywords.
This provides an efficient way to obtain the latest
research findings released by these societies.
The links are listed both alphabetically by society
name as well as classified into the fields defined by
the Science Council of Japan.

http://wwwsoc.nii.ac.jp/
National Institute of Informatics
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2-6 Surve s of Academic Research Activities
In order to collect basic information needed to facilitate academic research work, promote sophistication
and comprehensiveness of research and research cooperation in Japan, and encourage the utilization of the
outcomes of research within the society, NII conducts surveys of the academic research work by
researchers at universities and research institutes throughout Japan. The result of surveys are compiled as
databases, which are released by NII.

Survey of Academic Research Activities
"Directory of
University Professors
and Researchers in
Japan 1996"

NII carries out the "Survey of Research Activities" annually in
order to monitor status in the work of researchers affiliated
with Japanese universities and research institute . The late t
information gathered from this survey is then compiled into the
"Directory of Researchers", which is released in the
Information Retrieval Service (NACSIS-IR). The data of thi
directory also published as "Directory of Univer ity Professors
and Researcher in Japan 1996" (in both print and CD-ROM
editions), and some key data are available to the public in the
"Directory of Research Activities and Resources".
NII also issues to universities the directory data of themselves.

"Directory of University
Professors and
Researchers in Japan 1996"
(CD-ROM Edition)

Amount of Data: Approximately 160,000 records of
researcher information based on the 1999 survey.

Survey for the Compilation of Database Providing aConspectus of Research Activities at Universities and Other Institutes
NII carries out surveys to collect information on the
research resources, researchers, subject , laboratory
equipment and facilities of universities and research
institutes in Japan, in order to provide information on
Japanese universities and research institutions, and the
researchers, as well a promoting efforts to secure excellent
researcher , effective distribution of re earch resources,
and encourage joint research in partnership with industry,
academic, and governmental sectors. The "Directory of
Research Activities and Resources (NACSIS-DiRR) 11 is
produced on the basis of the results of this survey. It is

relea ed on World Wide Web. This databa e rvic is a
joint project conducted by NII and the Japan Sci nc and
Technology Corporation OSI).
Amount of Data: 12,690 records of research institute and subject
information, 1,909 records of research resource information, and 113,496
records of researcher information, based on the 1999 survey.

Directory of Research Activities and Resources
[tiff,:)tllJ•IIT-< 1..,~ t-- 1J1

http://dirr.nii.ac.jp/

Survey of Status of Academic Information Databases
NII carries out the "Survey of Science Information
Databases" annually to accumulate information on
databases which are produced for science research in
Japan. The "Database Directory" is produced on the basis of
the latest information of this survey. It is released through
the Information Retrieval Service (NACSIS-IR). In addition,
the result of this survey is published under the title of
"Status Report on Science Information Databa es", that is
essential data sources indicating current status of science
databases in Japan.
Amount of Data: Approximately 3,000 records of database
information based on the 1999 survey.

Status Report on Academic Information Databases

National Institute of Informatics
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2- 7 International Activities of N 11 Services
In order to raise the standard of science research, it is essential to promote the distribution of science
information on a global scale. NII, with the participation and cooperation of universities and research institutes
overseas, is developing in an international framework a number of projects for the development and operation of
the infrastructure for science information. These efforts help to improve access to information possessed by
universities and research institutes overseas. In addition, NII contributes to efforts to distribute science
information on science research being conducted in Japan internationally and to standardize its format.

Cataloging System (NACSIS-CAT}
Fifte n universities and re earch in titute in Europ and Asia participate in NII' Cataloging ystem project and
provide acces to the NACSI -CAT service. The e include major research libraries, which have collections of
Japan se language materials, such as the British Library, and other institutes devoted to research on Japan and East
Asia. Th y have registered more than 140,000 acad mic books and materials. In addition, the "Science Information
Exchang Project with China" was initiated in fi cal 1998. NII has been a sisting computerization of the catalog
record of the Beijing Center for Japane e Studies with the as i tance of the Japan Foundation.

· Oriental and India Office Collection , The Briti h Library
· Cambridge Univer ity Library
· Bodi ian Library, Univ rsity of Oxford
· School of East Asian Stu di Library, Univer ity of Sheffi Id
· cotti h Centre for Japane e tudies, Univer ity of Stirling
· chool of Oriental and African Studies, University of London
· Th Japan Foundation London Language Centre
· Japan Cultural Center, Bangkok, The Japan Foundation

·
·
·
·
·
·

Beijing Center for Japanese Studies
Department of Japanese Artiquiti s, The British Museum
In titute of East Asian tudies, Duisburg University
Ea t-Asien Library, Katholieke Univer iteit Leuven
Department of Japane e Studies, Univer ity of Heidelberg
In titute of Japane e tu die , Hallym Academy of Science ,
Hallym Univer ity
· China Agricultural University Library

Inter-Library Loan System (NACSIS-ltl}

NII began acce s to the Electronic library Setvice (NACSIS.ELS) for universities and research institutes worldwide
in 1999. This enables overseas to researchers utilize academic journals published by academic societies in Japan.

NII i working for improvement document delivery service between Japan and the United States, in response
to the action agenda from the Unit d tates. - Japan Conference on Cultural and Educational Interchange
(CULCON).
Notional lnstltutG of Informatics
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2-8 Education and Trainin
Advanced Training Programs
NII carrie out various education and training
programs de igned to provide opportunities to catch
up specialized and advanced technologies for staffs
dedicating to support academic researchers at
universities and research institutes.

In addition to the above, Web based training
environment of NACSIS-ILL(NACSIS-SL/ILL) is
offered.

NII Seminar
This seminar trains leading staffs for supporting
academic re earchers by providing hands-on
experience performing actual research work.
Network Training Course
This course provides opportunities to catch up
recent and advanced network technologies for staffs
administering and operating network services at
universitie and re earch institute .

NACSIS-CAT Training Course

Support for User Training Sponsored by Universities
In order to upport guidance or u er-training
course of NACSIS ervices sponsored by
universities and academic societie , NII offers some
support programs, such a to provide training text or
materials, to advice about curriculum, and to assign
of user-ID.

NACSIS-CAT Advanced Training Course
This course trains leading staffs of NACSIS-CAT
service in the participating university libraries.
NACSIS-IR Advanced Training Course
This Course trains instructor of guidance or
training cour es on how to use the NACSIS-IR
ervice held at their institutions.

International Training
In cooperation with related organizations, NII
carrie out training for staffs dedicating to upport
researchers at academic research in titutions in
foreign countries.

NACSIS-CAT Advanced Training Course

User-Training and Guidance Program
NII offers user-training courses and guidance
courses in NACSIS services.
Regional course are also offered in conjunction
with university libraries in order to expand the
range of opportunities.
The following types of user-training courses and
guidance course are offered:
• NACSIS-CAT Training Course

NACSIS-CAT Training at
the Beijing Center for
Japanese Studies
(November 1999)

• NACSIS-ILL Training Course
• NACSIS-IR Guidance Course

Notional Institute of Informatics
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Board of Councilors
Members advise the Director General regarding plans for NII projects and other important matters related to management and operations.

To hiharu Aoki
Hiroo lguchi
Yoneo I hii
Michiyuki Uenohara
Hito hi O aki
Ma anori Ot uka
Kirnio Ohno
Takaya u Oku hima
T utomu Kimura
Masaaki Kubo
Nobuaki Kumagai

Pre identand ChiefExecutive Officer, NTrData Corporation
Profe or Emeritu , Univer ity of Tokyo
Pre ident, Kanda University of International tudie
Profe or Emeritu , Tama Univer ity
Director General, Center for ational University Finance
Professor Em ritu , Tokyo Medical and Dental University
Pre ident, Hokkaido Information Univer ity
Pre iden~ Wa eda Univer ity
Pre iden~ ational In titution for Academic Degrees
Profe or Emeritu , Univer ity ofTokyo
Profe or Emeritu , 0 aka Univer ity

Yo hihide Kozai
Director, Gunma Astronomical Ob ervatory
Ya uharu uematsu Pre iden~ Kochi Univer ity ofTechnology
Hirotaka ugawara Director General, High Energy Accelerator Re earch
Organization
Junjiro Takaha hi Vice Pre ident, Keio Univer ity
Michiko Tenma
Profe or Emeritu , T uda College
Tat uo i hida
Profe or Emeritu , ational Center for Science
Information y tern
Yoichi Mat uno
Director Gen ral, ational In titute ofjapanese Literature
Wataru Mori
Profes or Emeritu , Univer ity ofTokyo
Hiroyuki Yo hikawa Pre iden~ The Univer ity of the Air.

Advisory Council for Research and Management
Advisory Council for Research and Management Members provide advice and suggestions to the Director General regarding joint
research programs and other important matters related to the operation of NII, in response to requests from the Director General.

t uoArikawa
Ya uyo hi Inagaki
Hito hi Inoue
Haruo Kuroda
Ma ao akauchi
Ryuei himizu
Mikio Takagi
Norihi a Doi
Hi ao Yamada
Kahei Rokumoto

Head of Library, Kyu yu Univer ity Library
Pro~ r, Graduate School, Divi ion of Engineering, agoya University
Profe r Emeritu , ational Center for Science Information y tern
Director, Re earch In titute for Science and
Technology ience Univer ity of Tokyo
Director Gen ral, In titute of Indu trial Science, University of Tokyo
Professor, Faculty of Commerce, Tokyo International University
Profe or, Faculty of Science and Technology, ience
Univer ity ofTokyo
Profe or, Faculty of ience and Technology, Keio Univer ity
Profe sor, Faculty of Information Science, Chukyo University
Profe or, The Univer ity of the Air.

Kat umi Wakabaya hi Profes or Emeritu , Gunma Univer ity
Takamit u awa
Planning and Coordination Director (Deputy Director
General), NII
Kinji Ono
Executive Director of Re earch, Nil
Taka hi Hamada
Director, International and Re earch Cooperation
Department, II
Mit uto hi Hatori Director, Development and Operation Department, 11
hoichiro A ano
Director, Infra tructure y tern Re earch Divi ion, II
Katsumi Maruyama Director, Software Re earch Divi ion, NII
Haruki Ueno
Director, Intelligent y tern Re earch Division, NII
Ei uke aito
Director, Human and cial Information Research Divi ion, NII
Masamit u egi hi Director, Re earch Information Re earch Divi ion, II

Advisory Board
Members provide general advice and suggestions to the Director General regarding informatics research and the development and
implementation of an infrastructure for dissemination of academic information, in response to with the Director General's requests.

I aoAmagi
Keijiro Inai
Ken-ichi Inaba
ugo Okamura
Michio Okamoto
Ma ahiro Kawa aki
Hiro hi Kida
Hiro hi Koyama
T uka a himizu
Ma aoTobari
aburo agakura
Teruo Fukumura
Tatsuo Mat uda

Director General, In titute for Higher Education
Pre ident Japan Audio-Vi ual Education A ociation
Profe or Emeritus, 0 aka Univer ity
Pre ident Emeritu , Tokyo Denki Univer ity
pecial Advi or, International In titute for Advanced tudie
Pre ident, The Japan ience and Technology Corporation
Advi or, ew ational Theatre Foundation
Profe sor Emeritu , ational In titute of Japanese Literature
Pre iden~ Tokyo Ka i Univer ity
Chief Librarian, National Diet Library, Japan
Chairman, Kanagawa Academy of Science and Technology
Profe or Emeritu , agoya Univer ity
Profe or Emeritu , ational In titute of Polar Re earch

Lewi M. Bran comb Professor Emeritu , Center for Science and International Affairs

John F. Kennedy School of Government Harvard University U. .
Edward E. David, Jr. Pre iden~ EEO, Inc. Former Science Advi or to the
Pre ident of the United tate
LotliA Zadeh
Profe or in the Graduate School and Director, Initiative
in Soft Computing University of California at Berkeley U..
Jame L. Flanagan Vice Pre identfor Research, Rutgers, the tate University
ofNew Jersey U..
Amo A Penzia
Former Senior Technology Advisor, Bell Laboratorie ,
LucentTechnologie U..
Walter L. Engl
Profe or Emeritu , Rheini ch-We tfali che Techni che
Hoch chule Aachen (RWfH) Deutschland (Germany)

Professors Emeritus (NACSIS: National Center for Science Information Systems}
Kimio Ohno
Pre ident, Hokkaido Information Univer ity
At unobu Ichikawa
Tat uo i hida

Hi ao Yamada
Hito hi Inoue
Notional Institute of Informatics
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Profe sor, Faculty of Information Science, Chukyo
Univer ity

Organization

................. Advisory Board
Board of Councilors
Kinji Ono

·················Advisory Council for Research
and Management

Takamitsu Sawa

Director :
Mitsutoshi Hato1
Deputy Director
Shigeru Takano
Budget (Fiscal 2000)

(Unit: 1,000 yen)

Classification

Salaries

Running
Expenses

Computer Rental

Other

Total

Amount

1,136,792

8,136,872

1,117,878

65,716

10,457,258

Director:
Norio Matsuoka

Staff
Director
General

Planning and
Coo~dination Professors Associate Research S btotal Admin.is_trative Technical General S btotal Total
Officials Employees u
Off1c1als
Professors Associates u
Director
(Deputy Director General)

®

(9)

(8)

26

26

17

®

®

(17)
69

(17)
149

34

34

10

78

Circled figures ( ) indicate non-Japanese visiting research scholars.
Figures in parentheses ( ) indicate Japanese visiting researchers.
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Director:
Takashi Hamad

Al orithm Foundation Research
Mathematical Informatics Research

Humanities and Social Sciences Information Research

I Science and Engineering Information Research
Biosciences Information Research
Office for Promotion of Research Projects

Office for Research Coordination and Promotion
Data Collection Laborato •
• Sections staffed by visiting researchers.

Director: Jun Adachi

Plannin and Coordination Section

Planning and Coordination Division
Director: Hiroshi Watanabe

Network System Division
Director: Mitsuaki Fuchigami

Contents Division
Director: Toru Kyoto

Application Division
Director· lsamu Fuse

~ General Affairs Division

~ General Affairs Section

1
I

~

Planninq and Requlation Section
Personnel Section

Director: Katsumi Tokiwa

r----1 General Affairs and Audit Section
r---i Budget Section

~ Budget and Accounts Division

I

f---------, Government Property Section

I

---I
---I
---I

Director: Hideyasu Yoshida

Accounts Section
Supplies Section
Facilities Section
Research Coo eration Section

Research Cooperation Division

International Affairs Section

Director: Kazukiyo Matsui

Publicit and Surve Section

Publicity and Survey Division

Information and Document Section

Director: Kazuo Akiyama

International Activities Section

Dissemination Activities Division
Director: Akihisa Kitamura

Office for Public Relations Promotion
Supervisor: Akira Miyazawa
National Institute of Informatics
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I

Facilities

The "National Center of Sciences" was established as a
focal point for science research in informatics fields ,
academic exchanges, the dissemination of science
information, and partnership with society, in order to
promote academic research infrastructure in Japan. Its
building was completed in December 1999. The Center
has 4 institutes: NII,· the Hitotsubashi University Graduate
School of International Corporate Strategy, the Center for
National University Finance, and the National Institution
for Academic Degrees. The Center aims to form a
sophisticated base for intellectual creativity by utilizing in a

comprehensive manner the academic function of each
institute. In the lower floor of the building, there are
conference facilities, including the Hitotsubashi Memorial
Hall. These are available for u e for a variou activities,
such as international conferences, lectures and other
academic meetings, organized by national univer ities.

Hitotsubashi Memorial Hall

Building Map
High-rise wing

Emergency helipad
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Electrical and outdoor equipment area

and

lleveio!lmentandCll)era!JonsOepartmentDll8CtorsOffice, Dewlopmeot
OepartmentDeputyDirecto,-sotflce, Plann1ngandCoord1natJooD

21

20

19

Floors 13-22
National Institute of
Informatics

18

17
obby

Lobby, Faculty Office, Seminar Rooms

16

Faculty Office, Common Equipment Rooms

15
Lobby

14

13
Lobby

Floors 10-11
National Institution for
Academic Degrees

Common Meeting Rooms

12

Director's Office, Offices, Meeting Rooms, Etc.
Lobby

Floors 4-9
Hitotsubashi University
Graduate School of
International Corporate
Strategy

11
10
9
8
7

Lecture Rooms, Etc.

6

Director's Office, Offices
5
- - - - - - - - - ~§Ollie@,
KGSMICI ID&µttilili@l\l bll l!Cl5l§ OIIICQ,
,...,_________dmi~~~/~~s~N~~ment
F lty La:=:~1ting
4

]

Floor 4
Center for National
University Finance

Hitotsubashi Memorial Hall
Meeting Rooms

Entrance Lobby
Parking
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Coffee Shop

Cafeteria

Lobby

Meeting Rooms
Vestibule

3
2

The Chiba Ann x i a facility for computer
sy terns and networking equipment used to
op rat the Science Information System and to
provide the scienc information services
provid d by NII. It was completed in November
1994, locat d in th Chiba Exp riment Station of
th In titute of Industrial Science of the
Univer ity of Tokyo.

Chiba Annex Guide Map

Th International S minar Hou e for Advanced
tudies was completed in March 1997 in
Karuizawa, Nagano Pref cture, as a venue for
international research and academic exchange. It
has a seminar room (capacity: 46 persons),
accommodations, and other facilities in order to
b u ed for international conferences and
minars. It is widely utilized not only for NII but
also for other universities and research institut .

International Seminar House for Advanced Studies Guide Map
To

Kyu-Karulzawa

Karuizawa Prince Hotel

To Usui-Karulzawa I C

Exit National Route 18 at
the Karuizawa Po li ce
Station overpass.

Seminar Room
Notional Institute of Informatics
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Histo
October 1973

A proposal is made to achieve an "Improvement of a Distribution y tern for Academic Information"
in the Third Report (Basic Policies for the Promotion of Scholarship) of the Science Council.

November 1978

An inquiry entitled "A New Plan for Academic Information y t m "i placed before the
Science Council by the Minister of Education, Science, ports and Culture. The Science Council
responds in January 1980.

May1976

The Research Center for Library and Information Sci nee (RCLI ) i e tabli hed at the University
of Tokyo.

April 1983

The Center for Bibliographic Information is e tabli h d at th Univ r ity of Tokyo. (This
involve reorganizing the Center for Information and Library cienc .)
The Catalog Information Service is started.
The National Center for Science Information Systems (NAC I ) is e tablished. (This involves

Decemb r 1984April 1986

April 1987
April_1988
January 1989
January 1990

April 1992

r organizing the Center for Bibliographic Information, Univ r ity of Tokyo.)
Operation of Science Information Network and Information Retri val Servic (NAC IS-IR) i
The Electronic Mail Service (NACSIS-MAIL) is started.

tarted.

The Scienc Information Network is linked to the National Sci nee Foundation (N F), U.S.A.
The Scienc Information N twork is linked to the British Library (BL), U.K.

April 1994

The Inter-Library Loan System (NACSIS-ILL) is started.
Operation of Internet backbone network service (SINE'D is tarted.
Mutual utilization by Japan Information Center of Science and Technology GICSD u r and
NACSIS u ers b com possible via a gateway connection.
NACSIS-ILL is linked to the British Library Document Supply Centre (BLD C).

October 1995

An international conn ction i establi hed, linking the Science Information Network to Thailand.

April 1996
April 1997

NACSIS-ILL System i connected with the National Diet Library (ND L).
International Seminar Hou e for Advanced Studies (Karuizawa, Nagano Pret cture) i completed.
The Electronic Library ervice (NACSIS-ELS) is started.

February 2000

Operations move to building of National Center of Science (Hitotsuba hi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo).

November 1993

March 1997

December 1997
January 1998

An Advisory Panel on a Core In titution for Scientific Research in the Information Fi ld i
established by the Ministry of Education, Science, Sports and Culture.
A proposal entitled "Promoting Computer Sci nee Research" is published by the Science Council of Japan.

It calls for a core informatics re earch in titution be established as an inter-univer ity re earch in titute.
March 1998
April 1998

The Advisory Panel on a Core Institution for Scientific Research in the Information Field issues it report.
The Core Institution for Scientific Research in the Information Field Coordination Offi e is
established, and a committee is formed in May.

March 1999

The Core Institution for Scientific Research in the Information Field Coordinating Committ
issues its report.

April 1999

The Core Institution for Scientific Research in the Information Fi ld Preparatory Office i
established, and a committee i formed in May.

July 1999

The Core Institution for Scientific Re earch in the Information Field Preparatory Committee
issues its interim report.

March 2000

The Core Institution for Scientific Research in the Information Field Preparatory Committee i ues its final report.

April 2000 The National In titute of Infonnatic

CNm i

established. (Thi involve the reorganization of NACSIS and a umption of its functions.)

National Institute of Informatics
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Contact Information
General information about NII
Tel. 03-4212-2000

Information about publicity
Publicity and Survey Division
Tel. 03-4212-2132 Fax: 03-4212-2150 E-mail: wwwadm@nii.ac.jp

Information about joint research
Research Cooperation Division, Research Cooperation Section
Tel. 03-4212-2105 Fax. 03-4212-2120 E-mail: kenkyou@nii.ac.jp

Information about international exchange
Research Cooperation Division, International Affairs Section
Tel. 03-4212-211 O Fax. 03-4212-2120 E-mail: kenkyou@nii.ac.jp

Information about the Science Information Network
Network System Division, Network Planning and Development Section
Tel. 03-4212-2255 Fax. 03-4212-2270 E-mail: net6@sinet.ad.jp

Information about applying to use information services
Planning and Coordination Division, Users Support Section
Tel. 03-4212-2225 Fax. 03-4212-2230 E-mail: user-request@nii.ac.jp

Information about the Catalog Information Service {NACSIS-CAT/NACSIS-ILL)
Information about catalogs of books
Contents Division, Contents Management Section
Tel. 03-4212-2355 Fax. 03-4212-2375 E-mail: catadm@nii.ac.jp
Information about catalogs of serials
Contents Division, Text Contents Section
Tel. 03-4212-2360 Fax. 03-4212-2375 E-mail: catadm@nii.ac.jp
Information about the Inter-Library Loan System (NACSIS-ILL)
Contents Division, Contents Assessment Section
Tel. 03-4212-2365 Fax. 03-4212-2375 E-mail: illadm@nii.ac.jp

Information about the Information Retrieval Service {NACSIS-IR) {how to use, description)
Application Division, System Development Management Section
Tel. 03-4212-2305 Fax. 03-4212-2330 E-mail: irhelp@nii.ac.jp

Information about the Electronic Library Service {NACSIS-ELS) {how to use, description)
Contents Division, Image Contents Section
Tel. 03-4212-2315 Fax. 03-4212-2375 E-mail: els@nii.ac.jp

Information about the Career Information Service {NACSIS-CIS)
Application Division, Network Software Technology Section
Tel. 03-4212-2320 Fax. 03-4212-2330 E-mail: cis@nii.ac.jp

Information about Academic Society HomeVillage
Planning and Coordination Division, Planning and Coordination Section
Tel. 03-4212-2215 Fax. 03-4212-2230 E-mail: soc-req@nii.ac.jp

Information about surveys of academic research activities
Publicity and Survey Division, Publicity and Survey Section
Tel. 03-4212-2135 Fax. 03-4212-2150
Information about Academic Research Activities Survey
E-mail: survey@nii.ac.jp
Information about information service on research activities and resources at universities and other institutes
E-mail: dirr@nii.ac.jp

Information about dissemination and training projects
Dissemination Activities Division, Planning Section
Tel. 03-4212-2165 Fax. 03-4212-2180 E-mail: edu@nii.ac.jp

NII Homepage
http://www. nii. ac. j p/

Notional Institute of Informatics
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NII
National Institute of Informatics
URL http://www.nii.ac.jp/
National Center of Sciences Bldg .
2-1-2 Hitotsubashi,Chiyoda-ku,Tokyo 101-8430

Chiba Annex
1-8 Yayoi-cho,lnage-ku,Chiba-shi ,Chiba 263-0022

International Seminar House for Advanced Studies
lnose Lodge
1052-471 ,0kan Minamihara Nagakura,Karuizawa,Karuizawa-cho,
Kita Saku-gun ,Nagano 389-0111

